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Golf Tournament Raises $65,000 for GDA
On August 3, 2013 a packed field of 156 golfers turned out for the 12th annual Guide
Dogs of America Golf Tournament at Oak Ridge Golf Club, and raised more than
$65,000 for the charity. Joining this years tournament all the way from California, was a
beautiful golden Labrador retriever named Apollo and head trainer Dave. (pictured below)
Apollo helped generate an extra $1,000 in GDA pin sales with his visits in the shop on the
Friday before the tournament. Apollo also spent the day of the tournament posing with
golfers for pictures and enjoying the day with Dave. Thank you Apollo and Dave!
The GDA golf tournament is sponsored each year by I.A.M.A.W. Local Lodge 743, UTC
Aerospace Systems, United Way, and The New England Chapter GDA.
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Wednesday
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Visit us at: www.ll743.org to view more pictures of this fun-filled event!

Guide Dogs of America provides guide dogs and instruction in their use, free of
charge, to blind and visually impaired men and women from the U.S. and Canada so that
they may continue to pursue their goals with increased mobility and independence. The
Local 743 Guide Dog Committee would like to sincerely thank everyone who contributed
time and money to this event. This tournament would not be a success without the generous contributions from our volunteers, sponsors, golfers, and puppy partners.

2nd shift: 2:30 PM
1st shift: 3:45 PM
3rd shift is invited
to either meeting.

Everyone
Is Always
Welcome!

‘Ride for Guides’ a Big Success
The "Ride for Guides" motorcycle poker run took
place on Saturday August 17th. The scenic 100 mile
ride started at the Local 743 union hall and finished
at the Polish National Home in Windsor Locks, CT.
In between, riders made stops to draw playing cards.
"There is a tremendous amount of preparation and
hard work for an event like this," said Local 743
Secretary Treasurer, Roger Nadeau Jr. "We sincerely
appreciate all the riders who participated, and especially the help we received from the many volunteers
who made the ride and barbeque a success.”
To view a photo gallery or slideshow of this event,
visit our website at: www.ll743.org

Monthly
Meetings
Our Next
Monthly Meeting
will be held on

October13th
at the Union Hall
More than 50 riders took part in the 3rd annual
„Ride for Guides‟ which raised $6,000 for the
New England Chapter Guide Dogs of America.

Bring a Friend!
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TPP: Corporate Power Gone Wild
Submitted by: Karen Blanchard, LL743 Recording Secretary

The newest free trade deal on
the horizon is called the Trans Pacific Partnership or TPP for short.
This deal is being negotiated in
secret talks with the U.S. Trade
Representative and approximately
600 corporate representatives. The
negotiations are being held in seKaren Blanchard
cret without any input from our
elected officials or the public.
Lori Wallach, Director of Global Trade Watch in
Washington D.C., calls the TPP “NAFTA on Steroids”. If you think losing 700,000 jobs in the wake of
NAFTA was bad, hold on to your seat because the TPP
will make it easier for corporations to chase low wages
in any country signed on to this deal.
So far, the countries signed on to the TPP are Australia, Brunei, Chile, Malaysia, New Zealand, Peru,
Singapore, Vietnam, Mexico, Canada, and Japan. According to details that have leaked out, this might be
the last trade deal ever negotiated because countries
could just “dock on” to the deal without negotiating a
separate trade deal.
The scariest part of this fiasco is the rights and privileges which will be bestowed upon corporations and
the constraints that will be put on government regulations. Jobs will be easier to offshore. Our government‟s ability to control natural resources, regulate financial services, control land use, food safety, energy,
tobacco, healthcare, internet freedom and more will be
compromised. Buy American laws and anti-sweat

shop regulations would be null and void under this
deal. This is corporate power gone wild! Other
countries could sue the United States if their ability to
make profits were hampered by our domestic laws.
These lawsuits would not be tried in our court systems,
but through a tribunal made up of corporate representatives.

What can you do to stop this assault on democracy?
Call or write your representatives in Congress and ask
for information on this trade deal. Tell them you are
opposed to what you have heard about it. Tell them
you are against Fast Track Authority for this deal
which would push it through Congress without the
ability to amend or debate its contents. Our representatives in Congress rarely hear from their constituents.

If ever there was a time to communicate
with your elected officials. This is it!

Member Tip: Using Grievances Tactfully
A very effective tactic to put pressure on an employer is for the union to organize a large number of
employees to each file an individual grievance on a
particular matter. This requires a much bigger expenditure of time and effort on the employer‟s part, as it
is forced to individually process numerous grievances.
It may send the clearest message of all that there is a
problem to be dealt with, and the problem has been
identified as such by a great many individuals, not
“just the union.” There are creative ways to process a
grievance through the procedural steps so as to involve and educate members as well as put pressure on
the employer. For example, many contracts contain
provisions authorizing a grievant to be released from

normal work duties to prepare for or to participate in
grievance meetings with
the employer. So if the
union has chosen to file a
large number of individual
grievances, rather than one
grievance covering all the
affected individuals, the
employer will have to
contend with releasing
quite a few people from
their normal daily work
assignments.
-- Adapted from The Union Members Complete Guide, by Michael Mauer
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Woman’s Committee Selects 2013 Grant Winner
Submitted by: Renee‟ MacLean , LL743 Shop Steward

On August 1, 2013 the local
lodge 743 Woman‟s Committee selected the 2013 education
grant winner. The $500.00
award was given to Helen
Nguyen, who is the daughter of
Paul Nguyen. Paul is a long
time union member who works
Renee‟ MacLean
in the sheet metal department
in Building one. “We received a number of excellent
entries this year from some truly amazing individuals, said local 743 Woman‟s Committee member,
Renee‟ MacLean. “The selection process seems to
get more and more difficult every year. We really
wish we could have awarded every one of this years
entrants money for their education, but unfortunately
we can only pick one.”

Helen will be attending the University of Connecticut pursuing pre-pharmacy studies. She was a
very bright and energetic high school student participating in 3 season long athletic sessions. Helen was
also involved in numerous clubs and committees,
both in and outside of her school.
Like many of our own union
brothers and sisters, Helen enjoys
volunteering in her community and
assisting people in need. We congratulate and commend Helen on
her past achievements and wish
her the best of luck as she continues to strive for her
goals and dreams!
The Local Lodge 743 Woman‟s Committee:
Karen Blanchard, Brenda Brown, Renee‟ MacLean

Tony Walter Graduates From National Labor College
Five IAM members were among the many 2013
union members who earned degrees from the AFLCIO‟s National Labor College (NLC) in Silver
Spring, MD, and were honored at the College‟s
graduation ceremony. Among them was Local
Lodge 743 President, Tony Walter who earned a
Bachelor of Arts degree in Labor Studies and Labor
Safety and Health. “Earning my degree was one of
the toughest challenges I ever faced,” said Walter.
“Juggling everyday responsibilities with academic
deadlines was very difficult at times. I could have
never achieved this without the patience and encouragement I received from my family and friends.”
US Representative John Lewis gave the commencement address and admonished graduates not
to be afraid to disturb things when fighting for their
beliefs. Lewis is often called “one of the most courageous persons the Civil Rights Movement ever
produced.” Georgia congressman Lewis has dedicated his life to protecting human rights and securing civil liberties. He is widely admired on both
sides of the aisle because of his dedication to the
highest ethical standards and moral principles. Kim
Bobo, Karen Lewis, and Mahlon Mitchell also received honorary degrees and offered words of encouragement.
The NLC coordinates their degree program with

Provost of the National Labor College Daniel Katz, presents Local
743 President, Tony Walter with his diploma at the recent award
ceremony for the 2013 NLC graduates.

the IAM‟s William W. Winpisinger Education and
Technology Center, which allows IAM students to
use the Winpisinger Center for part of their course
work. Many of the Winpisinger Center programs are
accredited and can be used for college-degree programs.
“Our members earned degrees ranging from union leadership and administration to labor studies
and labor education,” said Winpisinger Center Director Chris Wagoner. “Earning a college degree is a
great achievement and we‟re proud that the hard
work and dedication shows in this year‟s class.”

The Opioid Epidemic
Submitted by: Michael J. Morin , LL743 CEAP, SAP , MS, Employee Assistance Program
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Call your EAP Representative
for a Confidential Session.

Mike Morin
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Office: 860-654-5674
Or Email:
Michael.morin@hs.utc.com

“We're always here to help”

Deaths from drug overdose, driven by the increase in
prescription painkiller abuse, now outnumber those
caused by car accidents. The death toll from prescription
painkiller overdose across the U.S. has increased more
than fivefold in the past decade (from 3,000 deaths in
1999 to 15,000 deaths in 2010).
One third of teens believe there‟s “nothing wrong”
Mike Morin
with using prescription drugs every once and a while, and
4 out of 10 teens agree that prescription drugs are safer than illegal drugs,
even without a prescription. More than half of teens agree that prescription
pain relievers are easier to get than illegal drugs.
Drugs included in the category and most commonly abused include Vicodin
(Hydrcodone), Oxycontin (Oxycodone), Darvon (Propoxyphene), Dilaudid
(Hydromorphone), morphine, fentanyl, codeine.

Switching from prescription pills to Heroin:
Many adolescents and young adults who
became addicted to these prescription pills
are flipping to Heroin, and as a result, these
kids are dropping like flies. A collective
effort in recent years by federal, state and
local governments, law enforcement agencies and medical communities to control an
epidemic of prescription drug abuse has
slashed the number of prescriptions being
issued for commonly abused pills. These
efforts diminished the availability of those
drugs on the street, which drove up prices
and made heroin a cheaper and more readily
available alternative.

Opiate Warning Signs:
Missing pills from prescription bottles at home.
Behavioral changes, such as diminished interest in school extracurricular
activities and changing longtime friends.
Constant requests for money with nothing to show for it, along with
money and valuables missing from the home.
If you know of, or suspect someone who might be abusing prescription
pain medication there are several treatment options available. Early treatment intervention is the key to living a normal healthy life.
Contact your primary care physician, state or local government agencies,
or your Employee Assistance Professional.

Take action today, it may save a life in the future.
Michael J. Morin: Providing professional and completely confidential
consultations, education, assistance, and referral services.
Phone: 860-654-5674

Cell: 413-977-3712

E-mail: Michael.morin@hs.utc.com

